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By B Izzak 

KUWAIT: The government has agreed
to form a committee to look into cas-
es of stateless people, known locally
as bedoons, who have obtained fake
passports from a number of foreign
c o u n t r i e s ,  h e a d  o f  t h e  n a t i o n a l
assembly human rights committee
said yesterday.

MP Adel Al-Damkhi said the commit-
tee will be formed by the interior min-
istry and the Central Bedoons Agency
and will provide the assembly panel on
August 24 with a detailed report on the
issue including the number of bedoons
holding fake passports and the pro-
posed method to deal with the issue.

Thousands of bedoons are believed
to have obtained passports of other

countries against paying money since
the 1990s after the interior ministry
began imposing restrictions on
bedoons. Many of these passports were
found to be fake and the foreign coun-
tries refused to recognize or renew
them. As a result, the problem of those
bedoons, whose numbers are not
known, became compounded as
authorities granting certain services.

There are about 110,000 stateless
people living in Kuwait and who claim
the right to Kuwaiti citizenship while
the government says that a majority of
them or their ancestors have deliberate-
ly lost their original passports of other
countries to claim Kuwaiti citizenship.

Speaking after a meeting with the
interior minister and the head of the
Bedoon Agency, MP Damkhi said the

ministry will soon announce a mecha-
nism to receive those who hold fake
passports in order to estimate their
numbers and consider a proper solu-
tion. The lawmaker said the panel will
send questions related to the issue to
the interior ministry in a bid to help
resolve the problem. He also called on
bedoon holding fake passports to sub-
mit their documents to the planned
committee after its formation.

MP Faraj Arbeed yesterday warned
he would grill the health minister at the
start of the next assembly term in
October if he takes wrong decisions in
new appointments in the ministry.

He claimed that the minister is plan-
ning to make the appointments in the
absence of the national assembly
through summer recess.

Government to study case of
bedoons with fake passports

By Meshal Al-Salama

K U W A I T : Acting Director  General  of  Kuwait ’s
Manpower Public Authority Ahmad Al-Mousa said
the authority is continuing the renewal of work per-
mits as per decision 839/2015 regarding labor
organization in the private and oil sectors, and that
there is no change in this regard.

He said that what was mentioned in a newspaper
that there is an intention to stop issuing work per-
mits for those who spent 18 years in the country, is
totally untrue, and that the manpower authority did
not discuss this issue at all, adding that all its deci-
sions regarding the market place are published in
the official gazette.

He said in case of having such decision there will
be a certain mechanism, and proceeded with stud-
ies, which is something that has not been done
towards the published claims.

Earlier in the week a local newspaper reported
that the Manpower Authority was considering a pro-
posal to stop renewing work visas for those who
have been in Kuwait more than 18 years. 

The government is studying a variety of proposals
intended to reduce the numbers of expatriate work-
ers in Kuwait. Earlier proposals have suggested limit-
ing expats working to five, 10 or at most 15 year
terms. Another popular proposal a few years ago in
other Gulf Cooperation Council countries suggesting
limiting expatriates to two six year working terms.
Foreign workers would be allowed to work six years
in one Gulf country and then six years in another
before being blacklisted. None of the term limit pro-
posals have been adopted. 

Manpower denies
18 year limit on

working in Kuwait

KUWAIT: A total of 88 foreigners recently arrested in
labor crackdowns in Ahmadi will be deported for violat-
ing residency and labor laws. Many of those arrested are
either violating labor laws by working for people other
than their sponsors or did not have valid residencies.
Several of the arrested were also listed as absconding
from their previous employers. 

Employers found to be employing absconding work-
ers will have their files closed at the Ministry of Social
Affairs and Labor, preventing them from sponsoring
future employees or renewing visas of current employ-
ees.  Kuwait regularly conducts crackdowns in high den-
sity areas to reduce the number of illegal and marginal
workers living in the country. In March 2016, the Interior
arrested and deported 1,053 illegals after raids in Jleeb
Al-Shuyukh. In another raid in Khaitan, 1,170 workers
were detained and dozens of il legals arrested and
deported. 

“The ra id was part  of  the secur ity  campaigns
launched regularly by the ministry to arrest lawbreakers,
convicts and wanted people,” the interior ministry said.
“We checked the documents of those detained and
allowed 2,378 people to go. However,  1,170 were
referred to the competent authorities for deportation.
The list includes seven who were wanted in relation
with felonies.”

The ministry said that 218 of the detainees had bro-
ken the residency rules and overstayed in the country
despite the expiry of their permits. Two thirds of the 3.4
million people living in Kuwait are foreigners, including
tens of thousands of unskilled workers from Arab and
Asian countries. 

Foreign Minister, US Sec. of State
discuss ways to resolve Gulf crisis 

KUWAIT: Acting Prime Minister and
Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, in the presence of
Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs and
acting Information Minister Sheikh
Mohammad Abdullah Al-Mubarak Al-
Sabah yesterday received at Bayan
Palace US Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson.  The two sides discussed
efforts exerted to resolve the Gulf crisis
and the results of Tillerson’s tour in the
region. Tillerson reiterated and empha-
sized the importance of Kuwait’s media-
tion efforts and his country’s full support
of efforts exerted by His Highness the
Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah to resolve the crisis.

The meeting was attended by
Deputy Foreign Minister Khaled Al-
Jarallah, Assistant fForeign Minister for
the First Deputy Prime Minister and
Foreign Minister’s Office, Ambassador
Sheikh Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-
Sabah in addition to other senior offi-
cials.  Tillerson later traveled to Doha
where he met with Qatar’s Foreign
Minister Sheikh Mohammad bin
Abdulrahman Al-Thani and Kuwait’s
State Minister for Cabinet Affairs and
Acting Information Minister Sheikh

Mohammad Al-Abdallah Al-Sabah for
tripartite talks on resolving the crisis.

The meeting, which discussed the cri-
sis amid Kuwaiti  and international
efforts to mediate a solution, was held in
the attendance of the Wmir of Qatar

Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani.
Yesterday’s talks come after Tillerson

met his counterparts from Saudi Arabia,
the UAE, Bahrain and Egypt in Jeddah in
a bid to defuse tensions between that
Arab quartet and Qatar.— KUNA

KUWAIT: Acting Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah receives US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson yesterday. 
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KUWAIT: Stateless Arabs, (known locally as bedoon), protested to demand citizenship in this 9 November 2013 file
photo. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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